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CRITICAL INVESTOR ALERT!

ESPION INTERNATIONAL INC (EPLJ.PK)
On: PinkSheets
Symbol: EPLJ
Current Price: 0.155
Change: 0.045 (40.91%)
Market Cap: ~$17 Millions

Breaking News Released:
Espion Partners With Remington Associates to Battle the $25 Billion Corporate Espionage Problem

Espion International, Inc. a leader in the fight against email based viruses, spam, and outbound threats of corporate espionage announced a partnership with Remington Associates, LTD., a Schaumburg, IL based Value Added Reseller ("VAR") and Microsoft Security Gold Partner. Espion has developed artificial intelligence ("AI") software that learns to recognize a company’s sensitive data in its email communication. Once recognized, this data can either be blocked, or the message can be sent securely using advanced encryption technology.

Remington Associates ("Remington") has provided consulting and project management in the information security sector for nearly ten years. Remington will be introducing Espion’s Interceptor with Email Encryption to their many customers that are in need of an encryption solution to monitor and protect the transmission of sensitive corporate data, as well as meet government regulatory requirements under HIPAA, GLBA, and Sarbanes-Oxley.

Read More On Your Favorite Financial Website!

ADD EPLJ TO YOUR WATCHLIST NOW!
WATCH IT TRADE STARTING FRIDAY AUGUST 4TH 2006
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